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CRISIS, RISK AND REPUTATION MANAGEMENT

NOTES

as part of the NIHR Cambridge Biomedical Research Centre; its
grew rapidly and it went public on the London Stock Exchange in 2010.
By the fall of 2012 the company already had a product approved by
Medicines Agency (EMA), with a second approval pending. Many of
the company’s investors have been in the stock since it went public
because they believed in the promise of the technology and its healing
ment and is the second-largest pension scheme in the UK, have strict
Last month, Waguluu’s public profile rose, with a front-page story in
the Financial Times and a slot on the BBC’s Newsnight, when it became
the poster-child in the new UKTI Britain is Open for Business promoWaguluu is currently running human trials for a new product, Bandex,
a spray dressing that creates a new skin within hours on severely burnt
being run at several hospitals in the EU, including the Hospital Kaspella
Waguluu’s CEO, Professor Sir John Morton - professor of cell biology
and master of Magdalene College 1995-2003, and this year’s Nobel
Prize winner for medicine - is scheduled to address the European
Medical Physics and Engineering Conference in Sofia, Bulgaria in
two weeks me. The conference is hosted by the Bulgarian Society
of Biomedical Physics and Engineering.

NOTES

STAGE 1: TODAY, NOW...
A friendly email raises a red flag
You are a member of the senior management of Waguluu
PLC. A close friend of yours in Sofia, someone you knew in
your university days in the UK who now closely follows your
work at Waguluu, has sent you an email with a link to the
highly respected Center for the Study of Democracy
hp://www.csd.bg (which has released a new study on
corrupon in the medical sector in Bulgaria
hp://www.csd.bg/artShow.php?id=8843), as he knows you
plan to visit Bulgaria in December for a conference.
In the email your friend also menons that he has noced a
fair bit of traffic on Twier in Bulgaria; there seems to be a
public outcry about the mysterious cause of death of a
half-dozen or so people in Plovdiv, Bulgaria’s second city,
who were brought to hospitals there with severe burns
following a gas explosion in an industrial plant nearby. He
ends his note to you with the rather quizzical comment: ‘Hey,
I thought that new product of yours was supposed to patch
things up?’

WHAT DO YOU DO?
Who in the company do you alert? Would you define this as a

to social media?
How do you monitor social media to see if the news has spread

STAGE 2: THURSDAY OF NEXT WEEK, 11.15am
Bandex becomes a big bother
The Medical Examiner’s report on the deaths from the fatal
gas explosion reveals that a number of the people who died
from Waguluu’s clinical division that Bandex was used on
Bandex.

WHAT DO YOU DO?
How – and to what extent – should the Crisis Management Team

Do you inform shareholders that there are problems with trials of
Bandex?
as social media and expert networks? And do you have to be

this point?

honest should Waguluu be once the news hits the market?
Newsnight is on the scent and is preparing a story on the connecWaguluu’s input. The producer requests an interview with the
CEO. What do you do?

STAGE 3: WEDNESDAY OF THE WEEK AFTER NEXT, 2.00pm

The Bandex problems are now out in the open and your
stock price has fallen precipitously, though management is
confident Waguluu’s basic technology is sound. But today
you receive an email from your agent in Sofia saying that the
director of the hospital in Plovdiv has been suspended from

hospital director when he was on a visit to your company’s
lab in Cambridge as part of a European hospital directors
tour, all paid for by Waguluu.

WHAT DO YOU DO?
Should your CEO go as planned to address the European Medical
Physics and Engineering Conference in Sofia, Bulgaria on
this Friday?
At this point, how do you deal with media/social media, analysts
and investors?
What groundwork can be done to begin rebuilding Waguluu’s
Based on your discussion of this scenario, how much emphasis
should your own company put on crisis preparedness? What kind

that you know the truth – take nothing for granted.
• Remember that major crises are nearly always caused by
company may be only one.
• Remember that there may be a public inquiry (hearing), or a
civil or criminal court case, that will scour in minute detail
every word that you say, every email you write and every
• It is vital to say something at the earliest possible opportunity. The vacuum created by the failure to communicate will
poison.

any good reason why we shouldn’t reveal this?” rather than:
“Do we really need to tell them this?”
• A spirit of openness and honesty will always enhance your
the opposite.

acknowledging or understanding the point of views of
protestors; showing sympathy for families, or about recognising the hurt or inconvenience a community may have suffered.
find out what went wrong; steps the company is taking to
correct or clean-up the damage, to close down a facility, to
Reassurance means saying the lessons will be learned. That you
have a conngency plan in place.

CONCLUSION:
Seven principles
of crisis
management
HAVE A PREPARED MIND
is the most important
principle. Embed the ethos.
Think through the possibili-

LISTEN

to what stakeholders are
saying – and then get the
messaging right - quickly

HAVE A VALIDATED POLICY

which is understood and rehearsed.
Don’t overcomplicate or
over-template it (there will never be
And just because you have extant
procedures, never get complacent

–

HAVE CONTEXTUAL
AWARENESS

BE TIMELY, GET THE FACTS
and ensure the passage of

will have to take some early
decisions without knowing
everything (that’s where judgment
is so important)

GET THE RIGHT PEOPLE
TOGETHER

quickly, ensuring that they know
their roles before a crisis

OVERREACT

early and don’t be reluctant to
say that you have a crisis (it’s
way than to escalate too late in
the day)

